
Nuance Universal is a light-cured micro hybrid 
composite that simplifies the composite restoration 
process like never before. It’s translucent when 
thin and opaque when thick. One body shade can 
be used for an entire restoration with flawless, 
natural-looking results. The multi-faceted fillers 
reflect light from the surrounding tooth structure 
and create a seamless integration, making 
restorations nearly invisible. With excellent 
physical properties like 1.9% volumetric 
shrinkage and state-of-the-art compressive 
strength, flexural strength and modulus, 
Nuance is a true universal that works for 
all classes of restorations.

Nuance
Universal & Flowable Composites
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*Data on file.

• Superb handling properties 

• Creamy consistency easily spreads

• Available in nine shades

•  Convenient flip-top syringe or  
pre-loaded tips for minimal waste

Nuance FLOW
Nuance is also available in a highly 
polishable flowable composite.

•  Easy to place without running  
or dripping

• Unique self-leveling viscosity
• Radiopaque 
• Convenient syringe delivery 
• Available in eight shades
•  Ideal for the pulpal or axial layer  

in posterior restorations

Before

After
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Features Benefits
Translucent when thin and opaque when thick Single shade can be used for the entire restoration with flawless,  

natual looking results

Contains multi-faceted fillers
Fillers reflect and refract light, mimicking the opacity, translucency    
and optical characteristics of tooth structure

Micro hybrid composite Delivers great esthetics

Syringe delivery system
Innovative design makes dispensing and working with composite material 
easier and more intuitive
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Hinged Cap
Designed with an 
attached, flip-top cap 
that can’t become lost  
or separated from  
the syringe. 

Stands on Your Tray
Nuance easily stands on 
your bench top  
for easy  
visibility and  
accessibility.

Easy-to-See Tick Marks
The clinician or dental assistant 
can tell at a glance how 
much Nuance composite is 
remaining in the syringe so no 
one is caught short during a 
procedure. Experience just-in-time 
reordering to keep exact inventory on hand.

Color-Coded  
Shade Identification

Each Nuance syringe has a 
clearly labeled shading color-
code, making it fast and easy 
to find on the shelf or in the caddy.

Audible and Tactile Feedback 
for Unit-Dose Application
With every half-rotation 
of the Nuance 
syringe, the clinician 
will hear an audible 
click confirming that 
0.1 grams of composite 
has been dispensed.

Ergonomically  
Advanced Design
Nuance’s rectangular  
design and rubber 
thumb grips make 
the syringe feel 
comfortable to hold and 
extrude with half the force of 
leading materials.

Product Item #

Nuance Universal Singule

Nuance Universal Singule A1 CR1135

Nuance Universal Singule A2 CR1136

Nuance Universal Singule A3 CR1137

Nuance Universal Singule A3.5 CR1138

Nuance Universal Singule B1 CR1142

Nuance Universal Singule B2 CR1143

Nuance Universal Singule C3 CR1146

Nuance Universal Singule BL 
(Bleach White) CR1140

Nuance Universal Singule OA2 
(Opaque A2) CR1155

Contents: 16 – 0.25 g singules, instructions

Product Item #

Nuance Universal Syringe

Nuance Universal Syringe A1 CR1101

Nuance Universal Syringe A2 CR1102

Nuance Universal Syringe A3 CR1103

Nuance Universal Syringe A3.5 CR1104

Nuance Universal Syringe B1 CR1108

Nuance Universal Syringe B2 CR1109

Nuance Universal Syringe C3 CR1112

Nuance Universal Syringe BL 
(Bleach White) CR1106

Nuance Universal Syringe OA2 
(Opaque A2) CR1121

Contents: 1 – 4 g syringe, instructions

Product Item #

Nuance Flowable

Nuance FLOW A1 CR1217

Nuance FLOW A2 CR1215

Nuance FLOW A3 CR1214

Nuance FLOW A3.5 CR1213

Nuance FLOW B1 CR1212

Nuance FLOW B2 CR1211

Nuance FLOW BL1 CR1210

Nuance FLOW BL2 CR1209
Contents: 1 – 1 g syringe, instructions
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